Mechanistic insights aid computational short interfering RNA design.
RNA interference is widely recognized for its utility as a functional genomics tool. In the absence of reliable target site selection tools, however, the impact of RNA interference (RNAi) may be diminished. The primary determinants of silencing are influenced by highly coordinated RNA-protein interactions that occur throughout the RNAi process, including short interfering RNA (siRNA) binding and unwinding followed by target recognition, cleavage, and subsequent product release. Recently developed strategies for identification of functional siRNAs reveal that thermodynamic and siRNA sequence-specific properties are crucial to predict functional duplexes (Khvorova et al., 2003; Reynolds et al., 2004; Schwarz et al., 2003). Additional assessments of siRNA specificity reveal that more sophisticated sequence comparison tools are also required to minimize potential off-target effects (Jackson et al., 2003; Semizarov et al., 2003). This chapter reviews the biological basis for current computational design tools and how best to utilize and assess their predictive capabilities for selecting functional and specific siRNAs.